DFT insights into oxygen vacancy formation and CH4 activation over CeO2 surfaces modified by transition metals (Fe, Co and Ni).
The effects of transition metal (Fe, Co and Ni) modification (adsorption, insertion and substitution) of CeO2 surfaces on oxygen vacancy formation and CH4 activation are studied on the basis of first principles calculations. The results indicate that the hollow, O-O-bridge and Ce-O-bridge sites are the most stable sites for Fe, Co and Ni atom adsorption on the CeO2(111) surface, and the double O-bridge, O-top and double O-bridge sites are the corresponding most favorable sites for the CeO2(110) surface. Most of the configurations that are generated by the transition metal modification of CeO2(111) and (110) surfaces are accompanied by the reduction of Ce4+ to Ce3+. Based on the calculated subsurface (SS) and sublayer (SL) oxygen vacancies of the CeO2(111) surface, the results show that the substitution of transition metals on the CeO2(111) surface can promote SS oxygen vacancy formation spontaneously, whereas the most stable adsorption of transition metal Fe and Ni atoms on the CeO2(111) surface can promote SL oxygen vacancy formation spontaneously. For the CeO2(110) surface, the substitution of transition metals can facilitate plain (P) and spilt (S)-type oxygen vacancy formation spontaneously. With respect to CH4 activation, the results show that Co atom substitution on the CeO2(110) surface can greatly facilitate the first C-H bond activation step, with an energy barrier of 0.783 eV and a reaction energy of 0.229 eV. However, Co atom substitution on the CeO2(110) surface with P and S-type oxygen vacancies is not conducive to C-H activation. The obtained results could provide new insights into the structural features of transition metal-modified CeO2 at the atomistic level, leading to the more efficient design of oxygen carriers and the optimization of the activation pathways of methane over this type of catalyst.